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Measure space
 
 

Select panels to fit
 
 

Add your L-Fix Brackets
 
 

Install in minutes 
 
 



Create safe working spaces around desks, receptions,
counters and greeting points with our clever and
simple to use modular desk division system. 
 
 
Using our multifunction, one size fits all, L-Fix Bracket in combination
with a choice of clear and white division panels and accessories, you can
quickly design a custom protective screening to suit your environment
removing the need for expensive site surveys and installations. 
 
To get started simply measure the areas you wish screen and select
panel sizes to suit or alternatively get in touch and our team can advise
on a panel combination that will work for you. 
 
For trade resellers, feel free to get in touch for our white label brochure. 

L-Fix Bracket
Secured by VHB tape 

Or screw fixed
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The L-Fix
Bracket

Fix to panels with VHB

Create returns 

Secure fix to surface

Premium 5mm white
HIPS

 
Fitted with VHB tape &

6mm securing hole
 

120mm high with a
60mm low profile foot

 
Modular use to create
screening for bespoke

size areas. 
 



FLUSH FIX
 

Use two L-Fix Brackets on the
same side of a divison panel to
allow it to be
positioned flush against the
edge of a desk or counter.

RETURN FIX
 

Flip two L-Fix Brackets on to their
sides and use to create a return
dividing panel, giving the user
protection from all angles.

JOIN FIX
 

Join two panels together by
placing an L-Fix Bracket either
side of a panel join to create
longer lengths or mix clear and
white dividing panels. 
 

T FIX
 

Use two L-Fix Brackets on the
same side of a divison panel to
allow it to be
positioned flush against the
edge of a desk or counter.

How you can use the L-Fix Bracket
 

 



WHITE 
Premium White 5mm Acrylic / Economy 5mm Foam PVC
 
600mm / 750mm height 
400mm / 600mm / 1000mm / 1200mm / 1500mm widths
 

Desk Division Panel Choices 
 

CLEAR
Premium 5mm Clear Acrylic
 
600mm / 750mm height 
400mm / 600mm / 1000mm / 1200mm / 1500mm widths
 



Simple Pricing Table

All prices ex-vat and exclusive of delivery

Desk Division
Panels

A super simple process,
measure the areas you

want to screen 
 

Select your panels, white
or clear. 

 
Add your L Fix Brackets

and self install on arrival.



PRINT BRANDING
 

You can have your desk
division panels printed with any
design or logo to match your
branding. 

CUSTOM SIZES
 

Unable to create the right size
screen from our standard
panels? We offer custom size
panels on request. 

SHAPE CUTTING
 

Add access areas and cut outs to
panels for card readers, passing
goods and exchanging items.
Custom cutting available. 
 

SNEEZE GUARDS
 

Add a custom sneeze guard
from our range which includes
industry specific protection. 

Additional Services
 



commercial@uksignshop.co.uk 
01795 505850 
 
UK Sign Shop 
Unit N2 Trinity Estate
Sittingbourne
Kent 
ME10 2PG
 
uksignshop.co.uk/modulardesk

Get in touch
 

We also offer a white label
trade re-sellers version of

modular desk division
system complete with

trade pricing on request.

https://uksignshop.co.uk/commercial/

